
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

As a utility service IT 

P1 SAP Basis and 

Security services 

along with OS/DB and 

Hypervisor services 

are all included in the 

cost that is a fraction 

of what you would pay 

in the general cloud. 

P2 No Long term 

contracts – one fixed 

month-to-month fee. 

No commitment to 

fear and the risk is all 

ours. The benefits are 

yours to keep and 

enjoy. 

P3 We got migrating 

SAP Systems to a 

science – the 

migration cost is 

included in the 

monthly cost and no 

other additional cost 

to think of. 

P4 Certified Hardware 

and certified 

personnel make the 

offer even more 

lucrative, so you have 

peace of mind and 

nothing to worry 

about. 

Special 

Incentive 

 
Q4 - 2017 

 Jump-start all the initiatives that 

you kept on hold until you have 

budgets. No need to inhibit any of 

your competitive spirit just because 

of lack of resources and means to 

doing it. 

 Get your enterprise back on 

roadmap to being agile. 

 Fast implementation time, reduced 

IT efforts and free up time to focus 

on business critical initiatives, 

flexibility, scalability to support 

changing business needs 

 

 Certified SAP Environments, Global 

Team of SAP Experts, Flexible 

Pricing, Quick Implementation, 

Enterprise Ready 

This new means will enable access of 

information on expandable infrastructures 

for your enterprise applications. 

“ 

” 

We want you try out the new features 

and deploy them with agility. There 

are various cloud solutions out there 

that cost by demand – costing you 

$0.2456/hour for a 16 GB, 4 CPU 

machine, which is costing you around 

$179.28 per month on an average on 

LINUX. Do you really want to 

remember to turn on and off your 

systems, so that you can cut costs? 

To add to it, this still will require your 

resources to maintain it from an 

application perspective, patch it to the 

most specific version/ build/ libraries 

that are very specific to SAP.  

It would be hard to find specific 

personnel that can help you with your 

specific needs, especially with the 

technology changing by the day and 

your personnel not adapting to these 

changes as quickly as you need them. 

COMMUNICATION BREAKDOWN 

With other cloud providers, you will more than 

likely be communicating with a traditional help-

desk analyst, who only knows how to address 

switching the system on and off and not really 

address your issue. 

  

SERVER SPACE AT A PREMIUM 

At the end of the day, you will end up paying more 

than less and you will not get the benefits you were 

starting to look at? 

Other ISSUES: 
Take your Non 
Production SAP 
systems to the Cloud  
               The future is now  

 Experiencing Performance issues? 

 Aging Hardware? 

 Stuck up to old release? 

 Cannot upgrade and take advantage 

of new features to stay competitive? 

 
Does that sound like you? 

 

1717 N. Naper Blvd. ,  Suite 103, Naperv i l le,  IL 60563  

 

Balancing New 
Technology 
Try out S/4 on HANA, do a POC on FIORI 

and go agile on development initiatives, no 

need to wait to buy new hardware, see 

what is compatible, what is not, try 

predictive and prescriptive analytics, 

combine mobility and big data initiatives. 

 
(855) 611-V3iT, advantage@v3it.com 
@v3itconsulting 

Start ing at  a fract ion of  cost  of  
other cloud providers –  non-prod 
systems start  @ $99 per month 
(special  Q4 2017 incentive)  
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